DIGITAL COMICS FROM OVERDRIVE

We’ll Show You How To Add Some

POW!
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WHY COMICS WITH OVERDRIVE?

- flexibility
- content
- familiarity
- affordability
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< SORRY TO BOTHER YOU, BUT YOU'RE CHINESE, AREN'T YOU? >

YOU'RE IN AMERICA. SPEAK ENGLISH.

... EH...

... YOU- YOU- CHINESE PERSON?

YES.

American Born Chinese
by Gene Luen Yang
COMIC/GRAPHIC NOVELS:

- Engage readers at various levels
- Convey large amounts of information in a short time
- May allow students to:
  - Identify literary devices
  - Better recall content
  - Transfer learning to other content areas
LOOK BEYOND INTERJECTIONS!

- Curriculum enhancement for:
  - Struggling readers
  - Challenging concepts
  - Differentiation
  - Language skills
  - World language skills
  - ELL
HELPING EVERY READER:

ELA TITLES
HELPING EVERY READER:

SOCIAL JUSTICE
HELPING EVERY READER:

HISTORY
HELPING EVERY READER:

STEM
LOOKING FOR LANGUAGES?

SPANISH
LOOKING FOR LANGUAGES?

OTHER LANGUAGES
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BOOK CLUB PICKS:

- Good Talk
- March Book One
- I Was Their American Dream
- Legal
- Avatar
- Faith

CPC Great option for book clubs. Many comics in this format.

How about a weekly comics discussion board?
DIVERSE READS:
BOOKS ADAPTED TO COMICS:
AWARD WINNERS:

- Newbery and Coretta Scott King Award
- Pulitzer Prize
- World Fantasy Award
- Robert F. Kennedy & More
WE ARE PUMPED FOR:

- **Dak Flat**: A fight for conservation of the Dakrion Desert
- **Kimiko Does Cancer**: A story of resilience and hope
- **The Magic Fish**: Tales of culture and tradition
- **Class Act**: The adventures of a young student
- **Stepping Stones**: A journey of growth and discovery
- **The Low, Low Woods**: A tale of adventure and mystery
- **Lauren Rennas**: The wanderer
- **Kimiko Does Cancer**: A story of friendship and support
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SHOPPING & CURATING

Resources

Collections

Libraries
MARKETING:

PROMOTE!

BORROW GRAPHIC NOVELS FROM OUR LIBRARY

COMICS AND GRAPHIC NOVEL SPOTLIGHT
Build the Perfect Comics Collection
GET STARTED

LIBBY
The one-tap reading app from our library.

BORROW GRAPHIC NOVELS FROM OUR LIBRARY

BORROW GRAPHIC NOVELS FROM OUR LIBRARY

BORROW GRAPHIC NOVELS FROM OUR LIBRARY

BUILD!
RA FOR COMICS:

VIDEO GAMES

LIFE STRANGE

PRIMATES

TV & MOVIES

STRANGER THINGS